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a b s t r a c t 

Glioblastoma is one of the most devastating central nervous system disorders. Being a highly vascular brain tumor, 
it is distinguished by aberrant vessel architecture. This lends credence to the idea that endothelial cells (ECs) 
linked with glioblastoma vary fundamentally from ECs seen in the healthy human brain. To effectively design an 
antiangiogenic treatment, it is crucial to identify the functional and phenotypic characteristics of tumor-associated 
ECs. The ECs associated with glioblastoma are less prone to apoptosis than control cells and are resistant to 
cytotoxic treatments. Additionally, ECs associated with glioblastoma migrate more quickly than control ECs and 
naturally produce large amounts of growth factors such as endothelin-1, interleukin-8, and vascular endothelial 
growth factor (VEGF). For designing innovative antiangiogenic drugs that particularly target tumor-related ECs 
in gliomas, it is critical to comprehend these distinctive features of ECs associated with gliomas. This review 

discusses the process of angiogenesis, other factors involved in the genesis of tumors, and the possibility of ECs 
as a potential target in combating glioblastoma. It also sheds light on the association of tumor microenvironment 
and ECs with immunotherapy. This review, thus gives us the hope that neuro endothelial targeting with growth 
factors and angiogenesis regulators combined with gene therapy would open up new doorways and change our 
traditional perspective of treating cancer. 
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. Introduction 

Brain tumors are among the most aggressive neurological disor-
ers with their highest-grade neoplasm resulting in a very short life
xpectancy. Based on the catastrophic potential of brain tumors, the
orld Health Organization (WHO) has divided brain tumors into four

ategories varying from benign to metastatic tumors. Grade I and II (pi-
ocytic astrocytoma, oligodendroglioma) are considered to be of low
rade with improved prognosis, while grades III and IV (anaplastic as-
rocytoma, glioblastoma) are considered to be malignant in nature with
orse prognosis. 1 Ostrum et al. 2 carried out an epidemiological analysis
f primary brain and other central nervous system tumors in the United
tates between 2011 and 2015. The most frequent malignancies were of
he brain and other primary tumors with an average annual age-adjusted
ncidence rate of 5.65 per 100,000 people between the age group of 0
o 14 years while above the age group of 40 years, it was 44.47 per
00,000 population. Primary brain tumors are classified by the types
f cells involved, such as glioma, meningioma, astrocytoma, etc., while
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econdary brain tumors arise due to metastasis of other cancers to the
rain. 1 , 3 

The fifth edition of the WHO classification of central nervous sys-
em (CNS) tumors, which was published in 2021, essentially classified
NS tumors based on molecular diagnostics along with established ap-
roaches of histopathology and immunohistochemistry. For instance,
liomas, glioneuronal tumors, and neuronal tumors have been classi-
ed into 6 families, viz., adult-type diffuse gliomas, pediatric-type dif-

use low grade gliomas, pediatric-type diffuse high-grade gliomas, cir-
umscribed astrocytic gliomas, glioneuronal and neuronal tumors and
pendymomas. 4 Glioblastoma multiforme (GBM) is the most serious
rade IV tumor, which comes under adult-type diffuse gliomas, and
ay reduce the survival time to less than 5 years. The GBM exhibits

ither as an isocitrate dehydrogenase (IDH) mutant or an IDH wild-type
umor. 5 , 6 On the basis of its origin, GBM is further classified into pri-
ary and secondary GBM. The former emerges from de novo brain stem

ell precursors, while the latter develops from the progression of low-
rade diffuse astrocytoma or anaplastic astrocytoma. Overall survival
 2023 
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Table 1 

Nano formulations for the treatment of glioblastoma multiforme. 

Drug Technology Remark Reference 

Zoledronate 
(2021) 

Microglia membrane coated zoledronate 
nanoparticles 

Apoptosis of temozolomide resistant GBM cells and increased 
proportion of M1 type GBM associated macrophages 

13 

Doxorubicin 
(2020) 

Natural pH responsive tripeptide (Lys-Phe-Gly) 
capped gold nanoparticle 

Increased apoptic response with various cell lines and decreased cell 
proliferation, tumor growth in BT 474 cell line xenograft model in nude 
mice 

14 

Docetaxel 
(2018) 

Angiopeptide-II surface conjugated nanoparticle Increased cytotoxicity, cellular internalization and prominent apoptosis 
than unconjugated nanoparticles 

15 

Etoposide 
(2016) 

Melanotransferrin conjugated antibody on the 
surface of solid lipid nanoparticles 

Potent nanocarrier for transporting etoposide across BBB and enhanced 
internalization across glioblastoma cells 

16 

Cetuximab 
(2017) 

I 131 radiolabeled anti-epidermal growth factor 
receptor binding bovine serum albumin 
nanoparticles 

Enhanced uptake and accumulation of nanoparticles in xenograft model 
of nude mouse 

17 

Lenalidomide 
(2020) 

Lactoferrin protein matrix used for loading 
titanocene enclosing zeolitic imidazolate 
framework (ZIF-8) along with 5-fluorouracil and 
ZIF-8 and further coated with 
lenalidomide-hyaluronic acid conjugate linked via 
hydrazone linkage 

Superior cell growth suppressing ability and pH-responsive sustained 
release of 5-fluorouracil and lenalidomide (multimodal therapy) 

18 

Doxorubicin 
(2018) 

Myristic acid modified D A7R peptide Pegylated 
liposome 

Enhanced internalization in glioma, tumor neovascular, and brain 
capillary endothelial cells 

19 

Vincristine and Tetrandrine 
(2017) 

Distearoylphosphatidylethanolamine-polyethylene 
glycol modified liposomes (DSPE-PEG2000) 

Enhanced transport across BBB and counteracted multidrug resistance, 
blocking the cancer cell invasion through in vitro study. In vivo result 
showed prolonged circulation time. 

20 

Temozolomide 
(2018) 

Cationic liposomes with potential of recruitment 
of protein and natural targeting capacity in the 
biomolecular corona layer that form around 
cationic liposomes 

Greater uptake of temozolomide in human umbilical vein endothelial 
cells 

21 

miR155 
(2021) 

Virus mimicking nucleic acid nanogel Reprogrammed microglia and macrophage from a pro-invasive M2 
phenotype to an anti-tumor M1 phenotype by mimicking the virus 
infection process 

22 

Abbreviations: BBB, blood-brain barrier; GBM, glioblastoma multiforme. 
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n GBM is influenced by three factors, viz., tumor factors, patient fac-
ors, and treatment factors. The GBM manifests itself as a diverse col-
ection of genetic and epigenetic changes. Primary GBM presents muta-
ions in cyclin-dependent kinase inhibitors 2A (CDKN2A), phosphatase
ensin homolog (PTEN) gene, and epidermal growth factor receptor
EGFR). Molecular indicators for secondary GBM comprise IDH-1 and
P53 which closely correlate with O6-methylguanine-DNA methyltrans-
erase (MGMT) promoter methylation. 7 The first line of therapy for GBM
tarts with surgery, and radiotherapy and chemotherapy are followed
ubsequently. This therapy is limited in recurrent GBM cases as even a
light residual tumor gives prompt recurrence resulting in the death of
atients. Thus, there is a pressing requirement for identifying new tar-
ets to facilitate the development of novel targeted therapy. The current
tandard of care for GBM rests upon the safe surgical resection utilizing
-aminolevulinic acid, followed by radiotherapy (60 Gray) with temo-
olomide for 6–12 months. 8 Immunotherapy and the Food and Drug Ad-
inistration (FDA)-approved tumor targeting field (TTF) are emerging

herapies for newly diagnosed and recurrent cases of GBM. 9 The TTF is
 non-invasive anticancer therapy that makes use of alternating electric
elds of precise frequencies and intensities and is used to break down the
ycle of mitosis in cancerous cells and cause apoptosis. 10 , 11 Besides this,
umerous nanoformulations such as liposomes, dendrimers, polymeric
anoparticles, and micelles have been explored in the treatment of can-
er. 12 Table 1 provides a brief overview of different nanoformulations
sed for the treatment of GBM. So far, treatment strategies have been
roven suboptimal. We believe that a better treatment plan will emerge
rom a sound understanding of the processes involved in the genesis of
he tumor. In this review, therefore, we underscore the process of an-
iogenesis, metastasis, other factors involved in tumorigenesis and the
otential of using angiogenetic regulators and other growth factors as
arget for GBM treatment. 

. Angiogenesis: the key process in tumor formation 

The term angiogenesis was first used by a British surgeon named
ohn Hunter in 1787. Angiogenesis refers to the process of forming
223 
lood vessels from prevailing blood vessels. It is required for tumor
rowth and metastasis and is driven by chemical signals supplied by
umor cells for rapid growth and development. 23 Because of a lack of
lood and oxygen, tumor cells located distant from capillaries suffer hy-
oxia. A hypoxic environment causes cancer stem cells (CSCs) to develop
nto endothelial progenitor cells and mature endothelium, resulting in
he formation of new blood vessels inside the tumor. Pathological angio-
enesis occurs when tumors create aberrant and functionally immature
lood vessels as a result of unregulated variables such as angiogenic
rowth factors, angiogenesis inhibitors, and other hereditary factors.
oreover, the blood vessels present in the tumor site differ significantly

rom normal vessels in terms of lumen diameter, permeability, and
hape. Due to dilation and hyperpermeability of tumor blood vessels,
he interstitial pressure gets built up which further cause alteration of
lood flow and local edema. Thus, the tumor microenvironment is dras-
ically altered by this irregularly-grown tumor vasculature, which also
nfluences the tumor’s growth, and its ability to metastasize to distant
ites. This emphasizes the relevance of angiogenesis in tumor growth
nd calls for treatment strategies that limit tumor angiogenesis. 24 Some
f the notable examples of United States FDA-approved drugs belonging
o the anti-angiogenic class include cetuximab, trastuzumab, tyrosine ki-
ase inhibitors like sunitinib, imatinib, immunomodulatory agents like
halidomide, lenalidomide, etc. The mechanism by which such drugs
licit their therapeutic effects on tumor cells can be viewed as three
teps: depletion of vessels, normalization of vessels and activation of
he immune system. 25 These mechanisms are illustrated in Fig. 1 . 

The development of brain tumor is directed by several angiogenic
actors during angiogenesis. Some of the angiogenic factors controlling
BM development include vascular endothelial growth factor (VEGF),
latelet-derived growth factor (PDGF), hepatocyte growth factor (HGF),
ransforming growth factor (TGF- 𝛽), matrix metalloproteinase (MMP),
asic fibroblast growth factor (bFGF), etc. Different mechanisms have
een put forth for the upregulation of these angiogenic factors dur-
ng angiogenesis, viz., hypoxic tumor microenvironment, loss of tumor-
uppressing gene, and activation of oncogene function. The expression
f angiogenic factors can be well linked with the progression of a brain
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Fig. 1. Mechanism of action of antiangiogenic therapy. It is classified into three categories. a. Vessel depletion: Tumor cells are starved and tissue hypoxia is enhanced 
as a result of vessel loss. Further, it may encourage recruitment of proangiogenic myeloid cells and tumor cells are mobilized from hypoxic tissues to normal tissues 
leading to inefficient delivery of anticancer drugs. b.Vessel normalization: By restoring endothelial cell junctions, the extent of tissue hypoxia is decreased along with 
increased expression of adhesion molecules. Increased immune cells would further lead to increase in drug delivery efficacy. c. Immune activation: Anti-angiogenic 
drugs result in dendritic cell maturation, T cell activation combined with decreased regulatory T cells, myeloid derived suppressor cells and mast cells. Polarization 
of tumor associated macrophages has also been approved after anti-angiogenic therapy (Reprinted with permission from R.Lugano, M. Ramchandran, A. Dimberg, 
Tumor angiogenesis: causes, consequences, challenges and opportunities, Cellular and Molecular Life Sciences (2020) 77:1745–1770. 25 ). EC, endothelial cell; DC, 
dendritic cell; MDSC, Myeloid-derived suppressor cell; TAM, tumor-associated macrophage; TC, tumor cell. 
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umor. 24 In the next section, these factors are elaborated in correlation
ith the process of angiogenesis. Fig. 2 represents the process of an-
iogenesis. This process is further controlled by positive and negative
egulators. Interestingly, as the name suggests both types of regulators
ork contrary to each other i.e., positive regulators promote angiogen-
sis while negative regulators arrest the growth. The specific role of
ositive and negative regulators in angiogenesis is explained in the fol-
owing section. 
224 
.1. Positive regulators 

.1.1. Vascular endothelial growth factors 

The VEGF and its receptors (VEGFR) are found to have a principal
ole in tumor neovascularization. The VEGF is the most effective an-
iogenic agent in tumor and normal cell neovascularization. Hypoxia
an induce the VEGF and its receptors through hypoxia-induced fac-
or 1- 𝛼 (HIF 1- 𝛼), and HIF 1- 𝛼 gene plays a vital role in the process of
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Fig. 2. The angiogenesis process. The process occurs through following mechanisms. 1. Initiation of angiogenesis: In this process, tip cells originate and proliferate 
followed by fusion with an existing vessels. 2. Intussusceptive angiogenesis: In this process, existing vessels split and new vasculature is formed. 3. Vasculogenesis: 
Proliferation of endothelial progenitor cells and lumen formation leading to new vasculature formation. 4. Recruitment of endothelial progenitor cells: In this process, 
progenitor cells are recruited leading to vessel formation in tumor. 5. Vascular mimicry: Tumor cells form vessel like structures. 6. Trans differentiation of cancer 
cells: Cancer stem cells are differentiated into endothelial cells. CSC, cancer stem cell; EC, endothelial cell; EPC, Endithelial progenitor cell. 
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ngiogenesis. Hypoxia promotes blood vessel growth by upregulation
f proangiogenic pathways and influences the aspects of angiogenesis
aturation and functioning of blood vessels. 26 The VEGF binding to

ts receptors activates the endothelial mitogen-activated protein kinase
MAPK) signal transduction pathways that stimulate the nucleus to ac-
ivate genes for new blood vessel formation. The VEGF induces proteins
atrix metalloproteinase (MMP), urokinase-type tissue plasminogen ac-

ivator (uPA), and tissue-type plasminogen activator that break down
he basement membrane to allow endothelial cells to migrate and in-
ade. When MMP goes to extracellular fluid (ECF), it degrades the ex-
racellular matrix (ECM) to allow VEGF to reach VEGFRs on endothelial
ells that stimulate angiogenic signals in the vessels. 27 VEGF mRNA ex-
ression was shown to be high in necrotic areas of glioblastoma tumors,
romoting vascular proliferation and tumor growth in human glioblas-
oma. 24 There are a few drugs like bevacizumab and ramucirumab that
lock VEGF. Bevacizumab, a monoclonal antibody selectively binds to
EGF and inhibits interaction with its receptors on the surface of blood
essels. This results in the reduction of the tumor microvascular growth
nd further reduces the tumor blood supply. This antibody can also
e used with temozolomide for GBM and with irinotecan for glioma
reatment. 28 , 29 Ramucirumab is a VEGFR-2 antagonist and it inhibits
he binding of ligands like VEGF-A, C, and D to VEGFR-2. Thus, ramu-
irumab has a potential role in inhibiting the ligand-receptor interac-
ion, thereby inhibiting the proliferation and migration of endothelial
ells. 30 

.1.2. Matrix metalloproteinase 

The MMPs can be stimulated by several factors, like bFGF, TGF- 𝛼
nd 𝛽, VEGF, angiogenin, and interleukin-8 (IL-8). The TNF- 𝛼 is known
o stimulate the MMP-2, 8, and 9 in the endothelial cells and promotes
ngiogenesis. 

MMP-1 elevates the expression of VEGFR-2 and endothelial cell pro-
iferation. The elevated MMP-2 level is associated with VEGF expression,
hich emphasizes the crucial part of MMPs in angiogenesis. 31 The bFGF
225 
nd FGF2 are also known to stimulate the expression of MMPs. The bFGF
as been reported for its angiogenic activity and it interacts with recep-
ors like tyrosine of endothelial cells. The FGF2 which is produced from
umor cells or endothelial cells goes and binds to FGF2 receptors on the
ndothelial cells, which further induces angiogenesis by a cascade of
vents like cell proliferation, migration, and invasion. 32 , 33 

.1.3. Platelet-derived growth factors 

The PDGF- 𝛽 plays a vital role in glioma genesis. Overexpression of
DGF- 𝛽 and its receptor are seen in glioma and known to act through
utocrine signaling pathways. It has been shown by the stimulatory ac-
ion of PDGF- 𝛽 on U87MG tumor angiogenesis. The PDGF- 𝛽 also stim-
lates the VEGF expression in tumor endothelium. 34 , 35 Glioblastoma
rogression has been linked with the overexpression of PDGF receptors.
enciarelli et al. 36 identified the role of isoforms of PDGF receptors in
ttenuating PDGFR- 𝛼 signaling which resulted in apoptosis of glioblas-
oma stem cells. 

.1.4. Transforming growth factor- 𝛽

The TGF- 𝛽 controls proliferation, differentiation, and apoptosis and
romotes angiogenesis by modulating the thrombospondins-4 (TSP-4)
evels. The TGF- 𝛽 induces alterations in the vascular matrix, which fur-
her enhances angiogenesis. It also alters the ECM composition which
avors the pro-angiogenic TSP-4, which is an ECM specific factor. 37 The
levated level of TGF- 𝛽 was reported to be linked with a meager progno-
is of GBM through elevating the expression of other factors like VEGF,
GF, and PDGF- 𝛽. 24 TGF- 𝛽 and VEGF signaling cross-talk in glioblas-
oma has been demonstrated to exhibit both pro- and anti-angiogenic
ctions in both human brain-derived microvascular endothelial cells
hCMECs) and glioblastoma-derived endothelial cells (GMECs). TGF- 𝛽
ncreases VEGF mRNA and protein expression in glioma cells, resulting
n pro-angiogenic effects. Exogenous TGF- 𝛽, on the other hand, inhibits
ndothelial characteristics and causes endothelium-mesenchymal tran-
ition (EndoMT) in hCMEC and GMEC. 38 
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Fig. 3. The combined process of intravasation, extravasation and metastasis A. 
Intravasation: Crossing of tumor cells through the endothelial barrier. B. Metas- 
tasis: The spreading of tumor from primary tumor to different parts of body 
through blood vessels. C. Extravasation: Crossing of tumor cells from blood ves- 
sels to other parts through the endothelial barrier. 
.1.5. Interleukin-8 

IL-8 has proangiogenic and tumorigenic properties and its concentra-
ion increases in response to cytosolic Ca 2 + , death receptor activation,
L-1, and various kinds of cellular stresses. The IL-8 exerts its effect on
he receptors such as CXCR1, and CXCR2. IL-8 also is associated with
lioma. It was reported that IL-8 has been proven to be an alternative
ption to VEGF for glioma angiogenesis. 39 

.1.6. Miscellaneous factors 

Klotho gene, discovered in 1997 and known to have an anti-aging
ole, manufactures two protein forms, viz., transmembrane and secreted
orm. There has been enough evidence reports that strengthened the role
f Klotho in carcinogenesis. The reports suggested that Klotho expres-
ion was decreased in breast tumor cells compared to healthy cells. Apart
rom this, Klotho gene has also been associated with an anti-tumor ef-
ect in terms of the methylation status of gene promoter and the active
ole played by insulin-like growth factor-1 (IGF-1). The research find-
ngs also showed the possible involvement of Klotho gene in glioblas-
oma cells, particularly A-172 cells by PI3K/AKT pathway. 40 , 41 There
ave been reports which corroborated that Klotho gene is responsible
or changing the expressions of Bax, Bcl-2, and Wnt expression and thus
pening up a new mechanistic channel for GBM research. 41 Another im-
ortant factor that has been associated with angiogenesis in tumor cells
s exosomal miR-194 which can activate pulmonary vascular endothe-
ial cells (PMVECs) causing tumor cells to repopulate. The dying tumor
ells that had been exposed to radiation show considerable intracellu-
ar signaling alterations and release a lot of chemicals. According to a
tudy, PGE2, a lipid molecule released by tumor cells that are on the
erge of dying, encourages tumor repopulation and accelerates angio-
enesis through the secretion of HMGB1 and VEGF. 42 Small, non-coding
NA molecules called microRNAs (miRNAs) control post-transcriptional
RNA translation and gene expression, which has an impact on a vari-

ty of biological activities. The miRNA-21 is known to transcribe from a
ene present in chromosome 17q23 containing two STAT3 sites, which
re responsible for brain tumor growth and angiogenesis. Research has
hown that miRNA-21 is often elevated in gliomas and that it partici-
ates in a range of biological processes that support tumor cell survival
nd invasiveness. Additionally, it has been linked to treatment resistance
o radiation as well as chemotherapy. 43 

.2. Negative regulators 

.2.1. Angiostatin 

Angiostatin promotes apoptosis in endothelial cells of normal and
umor blood vessels and inhibits the migration and formation of blood
essel tubules in endothelial cells. Some tumors activate proteases that
roduce the angiostatin from plasminogen. Angiostatin also shows an
nhibitory effect on sprouting angiogenesis. This decreases the expres-
ion of messenger RNA (mRNA) for bFGF and VEGF. Angiostatin was
he first isolated molecule and it is a tumor-derived inhibitor . 44 

.2.2. Interferons 

Interferons can inhibit endothelial cell migration as it is a crucial
tep in angiogenesis, and it blocks the synthesis of angiogenic factors.
lpha-interferon is found to be the first successful molecule at the clin-

cal stage in the treatment of proliferating hemangiomas. It was proved
o be nontoxic and had good efficacy in hepatitis C. 45 

. Angiogenesis and tumor metastasis 

Angiogenesis has direct potential to augment the process of metas-
asis. Cancer cells can spread in two ways, viz., hematogenous spread
spread through blood vessels) and lymphogenous spread (spread
hrough lymph vessels). The spreading of a tumor from a primary tu-
or to different body parts through the blood vessels and lymph ves-

els is known as tumor metastasis. The newly formed metastatic tu-
or is the same as that of the primary tumor. Because of these leaky
226 
lood vessels, there are more chances of metastasis. 46 It is suggested
hat increased production of bFGF may lead to an increased potential of
etastasis, and the survival chances will be decreased. A study on breast

ancer suggested that increased density of vasculature of tumor tissues
ncreased the metastasis and subsequently decreased the survival rate
f patients. 47 This study was not only limited to breast cancer but also
ervical, prostate, lung, stomach, and ovary cancer. 48 Additionally, cir-
ulating tumor cells (CTC) are responsible for worsening breast cancer
urvival chances. The key factor involved is plakoglobin which regulates
ell adhesion, clustering, and signaling. It can perform dual functions,
iz., loss of plakoglobin expression encourages epithelial-mesenchymal
ransition causing metastasis and high expression of it leads to tumor
ells clustering with breast cancer metastasis. 49 On a similar note, Aceto

t al. demonstrated that CTC clusters derived from oligoclonal tumor
ells have more metastatic potential in breast cancer when combined
ith elevated plakoglobin levels. 50 The shedding of primary tumor cells

s allowed by neovascularization. 51 It is reported that tumor cell growth
s limited where the blood supply is less; however, the growth drasti-
ally increased after vascularization in mice. 52 Slow and linear growth
as observed initially in the mice, but after vascularization exponential
rowth was seen. 53 

Due to the tumor’s permeable vasculature, the generation of new
asculature surrounding the primary tumor allows cells to leave the pri-
ary tumor and enter the bloodstream. 54 The growth of a primary tu-
or needs angiogenesis to grow beyond a certain size causing metas-

asis. 47 The tumor size is restricted in isolated perfused tumors in the
bsence of neovascularization. However, a drastic change in size was
bserved when implanted in mice. 51 

.1. Role of endothelial cells in intra and extravasation during metastasis 

Although understanding of metastatic progression has advanced
arkedly, still it remains one of the most enigmatic components in the
athogenesis of cancer. Metastatic progression has been described as
 cascade that includes a sequence of distinct steps. In metastatic dis-
emination, primary cancer cells tend to attack the adjoining tissues
ither collectively or as a single cell. 55 This single cancer cell migra-
ion takes place in two interdependent modes; one is rounded migration
nd the other is elongated migration. 56 However, the mode of migra-
ion depends on the environmental condition. 57 This step includes local
estruction, intravasation, arrest in a vital new organ, and extravasa-
ion into the nearby tissues, followed by initiation and maintenance of
rowth at the distant organ site. To cross the endothelium, cancer cells
equire both extravasation and intravasation. This process is called trans
ndothelial migration. 58 , 59 Fig. 3 represents the process of intravasation
nd extravasation with respect to metastasis. 
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.1.1. Intravasation 

Cancer metastasis involves the dissemination of the cells to another
art of the body by gaining entry into the blood circulation known
s intravasation. 55 , 59 , 60 The rate-limiting step against the dissemina-
ion of tumors during metastatic progression is crossing the endothelial
arrier. 61 During the intravasation, tumor cells invade the blood ves-
els through the tissues thereby promoting local angiogenesis. These
ewly formed blood vessels usually have a weak cell-cell junction by
hich cancer cells can easily enter the vasculature. 62 If cancer cells are
ble to survive the shear stress and the immune protective cells present
n circulation, they tend to attach to the endothelial cells. Leukocytes
nd platelets are involved in this process. Two routes have been re-
orted for tumor cells to cross the endothelial barrier; the paracellu-
ar route and the transcellular transendothelial migration. 60 Paracel-
ular intravasation involves disruption of endothelial cell junction be-
ween neighboring endothelial cells, allowing tumor cells to enter in
etween them. 63 Tumor cells secrete several factors which promote the
pening of endothelial cell junctions. TGF- 𝛽64 and VEGF are responsi-
le for the reduction in endothelial barrier function disrupting the VE-
adherin- 𝛽-catenin complex and inducing the opening of endothelial cell
unctions. 65 Additionally, endothelial junction opening can be induced
y tumor-associated macrophages (TAMs). Secretion of pro-apoptotic
actors by several tumor cells may result in permanent damage to the
ndothelium. 66 TAMs by secreting TNF alpha can promote the trans-
ndothelial migration (TEM) of tumor cells which also induces the open-
ng of endothelial junctions. 67 The transcellular route refers to tumor
ell migration through the endothelial cells which often uses mecha-
isms other than the paracellular migration mechanism. The transcellu-
ar pathway often constitutes the breaking down of tight junction pro-
eins as well as adherens junctions, cadherin proteins, in particular. In
he study conducted by Herman et al., it was observed that breast cancer
ells were migrated into cerebral endothelium from the apical side of the
ndothelium to the basolateral side of the endothelial cells. N-cadherin
roteins were found to play a vital role in the process of transmigra-
ion. 68 

It is complex to define the protein/factors that are particularly in-
olved in the intravasation process. For instance, the neural Wiskott
ldrich syndrome protein, an actin nucleation promoter, plays an im-
erative role in the breast cancer cell invasion and subsequent intrava-
ation process. 69 The expression of Notch receptors occurs on cancer
ells, whereas its ligands get expressed on the endothelial cells. 70 

.1.2. Extravasation 

In the extravasate stage, cancer cells attach to the endothelial cells
ining the blood vessels as well as the vessel walls of various organs .
xtravasation of tumor cells typically occurs in small capillaries. The
xtravasation process induces dynamic changes to the tumor cell shapes
nd results in the formation of specific protruding structures that pro-
ote migration. 71 It is reported that successful extravasation of tumor

ells demands the presence of cancer-specific protrusions. 69 Cancer cells
educe the function of the capillaries with the same diameter as that of
ells, suggesting that it tends to become physically restricted and then
orms a stable attachment. 72 , 73 

Initially, it was considered that vascular endothelium participates
n tumor cell extravasation. However, proinflammatory cytokines-
ediated endothelium activation plays a crucial role in regulating the

umor cell adhesion that further facilitates TEM. 74 The endothelial cell
dhesion necessitates the expression of receptors and cognate linkages
n both endothelial as well as tumor cells. Several ligands and receptors
lay a vital role in this process including selectin, cadherins, integrins,
nd the immunoglobulin superfamily of receptors. 75 , 76 

A tumor cell has several adhesion receptors and facilitates the adhe-
ion process. Several events were reported during the extravasation of
ancerous cells. Similar to the leukocytes, cancer cells roll-on endothe-
ium and initiate a more stable attachment. However, rolling has not
een proven for cancer cells in vivo. Selectins are vital receptors for
227 
eukocytes present on the endothelium in vivo and often have been as-
ociated with cancer cells adhesion to endothelial cells. It has been found
hat the extravasation of melanoma cells to the brain takes place with
he help of endothelial selectin (E-selectin ) . 77 

Tumor cells tend to be connected with the endothelium, and further
nteract with various cell types found in the circulating bloodstream
uch as neutrophils, monocytes, and natural killer (NK) cells. All of
hese cells possess the ability to alter the efficiency and rate of the ex-
ravasation process. 76 In vivo study demonstrated that the interaction
etween 𝛽− 2 integrin on neutrophils and tumor cell intercellular ad-
esion molecule (ICAM)-1 showed a rise in the level of melanoma cell
nchoring to the endothelium. 78 The opening of endothelial cell junc-
ions can be activated by several factors which are produced by tumor
ells. Distinct adhesion molecules are also observed to promote the mi-
ration of tumor cells to the brain. For instance, increased expression of
ntegrin 𝛼3 𝛽1 in highly brain metastatic subclone of a human non-small
ell lung cancer cell line associated with lung cancer tends to promote
rain metastasis. 79 Another adhesion molecule 𝛼𝛽-crystallin which is
xpressed in aggressive tumors is associated with the breast cancer cell
dhesion to the brain endothelium via a 𝛼3 𝛽 integrin-dependent mech-
nism. Similarly, another receptor cadherin-2 is also involved in the at-
achment and rolling of cancer cells. This receptor promotes the breast
ancer cells rolling on endothelial cells. 

In addition to the receptors that are involved in rolling, several
ther receptors also play a major role in the stabilization of cancer cells
nd endothelial cell adhesion. These include the integrins CD44 and
UC1. 80 , 81 Integrins interact with cell surface receptors and extracellu-

ar matrix ligands. This receptor has also a key role in metastasis. The ad-
esion of cancer cells to the endothelial cells that result in cancer metas-
asis is correlated with CD44 expression on tumor cells. Chemokines and
he associated seven-transmembrane spanning G protein-coupled recep-
ors also play a crucial role in cancer metastasis. 34 Chemokines derived
rom cancer cells can attract the leukocytes which promote the cancer
ells’ extravasation in various malignancies. 

The brain-derived neurotrophic factor (BDNF) is crucial in cell
rowth, development, and differentiation. Through tropomycin recep-
or kinase B (TrkB) signaling, BDNF plays a key role in brain cancer
y promoting antiapoptotic signaling, the proliferation of cells, and the
hosphorylation of EGFR. 82 In a study performed by Garofalo and co-
orkers, it has been found that an enriched environment that promotes

he synthesis of BDNF reduced proliferation, invasion, and growth of
ancerous cells in brain tumors in mice through direct or indirect meth-
ds. Direct mechanism encompasses stimulation of NK cells while indi-
ect mechanism entails binding of BDNF to TrkBT1 on cancerous cells
eading to stimulation of BDNF. In another study, it was also proven that
DNF was responsible for the stimulation of IL-15 leading to interferon-
production and NK cells. 83 , 84 

. Key players involved in tumorigenesis 

Apart from the role of angiogenesis and endothelial cells in the
pread of tumors as explained hitherto, there are other factors i.e.
ell adhesion molecules, selectins, neuronal cadherins, etc., that are in-
olved in the genesis of tumors. Such factors are explained in this sec-
ion. 

.1. Cell adhesion molecules 

Molecules involved in cell adhesion are categorized into five groups,
amely, integrins, cadherins, selectins, and the immunoglobulin su-
erfamily (IgSF), which includes nectins and mucins. Apart from the
onventional adhesion molecules, an enzyme like vascular adhesion
rotein-1 is also involved in cell adhesion. Selectin, cadherin, and IgSF
re involved in cell-cell adhesion while integrins are found to bind with
he extracellular matrix. 85 
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.1.1. Selectin 

Selectins are known to attach to carbohydrates in a calcium-
ependent manner. They are classified into the P, E, and L types de-
ending on their origin. However, P selectins are also present on the en-
othelial cells. Based on their kinetics, selectins differ from each other.
xpression of P-selectins occurs within minutes, while E-selectins re-
uire hours to get expressed. 86 The most important function of selectins
s related to the initial stage that comprises the rolling cell adhesion cas-
ade. 87 The inflammatory cytokines secreted by cancer cells or cancer-
ssociated leukocytes induce the release of E selectins. However, nor-
ally they are not expressed on quiescent endothelial cells. The main

igand of all three selectins, P selectin glycoprotein ligand-1 (PSGL-1) is
ependent on carbohydrates for proper functionality. 

.1.2. Neuronal cadherins 

Neuronal cadherin (N-cadherin) is a receptor that plays an important
unction in cell rolling and in cancer cells’ attachment to the endothe-
ium. They are classified into type E, type P, and type N cadherins. N-
adherin is mainly expressed by endothelial cells as well as other types
f cancer cells. To date around 10 different types of cadherins have been
eported. It has been said that after crossing the cell membrane, cadherin
inds to the actin through vinculin and mediates adhesive properties. 88 

t also exerts a critical role in the development of the central nervous
ystem. E-cadherin expresses strongly during the initial period of ecto-
ermal development. Similarly, N-cadherin is also expressed in central
ervous systems and other organs and plays an important role in their
evelopment. 

.2. Transforming growth factor 

Several cellular processes such as differentiation, adhesion, prolifer-
tion, and apoptosis are affected by TGF. 89 It binds to serine/threonine
eceptors kinase (type I and II) which activates Smads, the signaling
roteins. Research suggested that the cells of glioblastoma produce the
ctive forms of TGF-1 𝛽 and TGF- 𝛽2. 90 It has also been observed that
hese two forms (TGF- 𝛽1 and TGF- 𝛽2) are strongly expressed in human
liomas. 91 Smad activity induced by high TGF- 𝛽 has been shown to con-
er poor prognosis in patients with glioblastoma. 92 

.3. Fibroblast growth factor 

FGFs are comprised of 19 members which constitute a large family
f growth factors. FGF2 is the most crucial one in the regulation of brain
umor angiogenesis. 93 It attaches to the FGFR1, a tyrosine kinase recep-
or most commonly expressed on endothelial cells. FGF2 upregulates
he uPA and also shows the expression of collagenase on the endothe-
ial cells. 94 This facilitates the migration of endothelial cells through the
CM and supports tumor growth. Additionally, FGF2 can also act as a
hemotactic agent for endothelial cells and assists in the formation of
apillary-like tubes. 95 It also induces VEGF expression and its produc-
ion. 96 

.4. Vascular endothelial growth factor 

Brain tumor-associated VEGF can be both endothelial cell-derived
nd tumor-derived that exerts its effects in an autocrine and paracrine
anner through high binding to the tyrosine kinase receptors and
GFR1/FIK-1 and VGFR2 /FIK-1. 97 , 98 VEGF induces vasculogenesis,
ngiogenesis, blood vessel permeability, and extravasation of proteins.
hese events result in vasogenic edema which is observed in brain tu-
ors. 99 This edema results in blood-brain barrier (BBB) leakage that

ncreases intracranial pressure. In fact, angiogenesis is a prerequisite
or the growth and colonization of cancer cells in the brain. One re-
ort stated a decrease in the metastatic growth of brain tropic tu-
or cells upon inhibition of the activity of VEGF. 100 Overexpression
228 
f VEGF in melanoma cells induces brain metastasis progression. Ad-
itionally, phosphatidylinositol 3-kinase and mammalian target of ra-
amycin signaling pathways mediated by VEGF impart an important
ole in brain tumor metastasis. 101 Therefore, researchers in the oncology
eld found the usefulness of VEGF antibodies like bevacizumab in brain
etastasis. 

.5. Platelet-derived growth factor- 𝛽

Human gliomas express the PDGF- 𝛽. There have been a lot of con-
roversies regarding the role of this factor in tumorigenesis and de-
ends on the origin of the cell. 102 Particularly, PDGF- 𝛽 is derived from
lioblastoma and promotes angiogenesis by encouraging the production
f VEGF in endothelial cells that overexpress the PDGF receptors- 𝛽. 103 

fter all, when PDGF- 𝛽 is overexpressed and derived from the vascu-
ar endothelial cells surrounding the tumor mass, it shows contrasting
ffects. 104 

.6. Pleitrophin 

Pleiotrophin and its receptors are expressed in human glioblas-
oma. 105 Pleiotrophin is a small heparin-binding cytokine that is ex-
ressed in the CNS during progression; however, it is not profoundly
xpressed in CNS during pathological processes. 106 This activates the
naplastic lymphoma kinase 1 in a murine glioblastoma model, which
cts on its receptors and results in VEGF deposition and vascular abnor-
alities. 106 

.7. Integrins 

Integrins are heterodimers comprising 𝛼- and 𝛽-chains that form in-
act receptors on the plasma membrane. Integrins attach to several types
f ligands in the ECM, other cell surfaces, and soluble proteins. Leuko-
yte expresses several types of integrins and has a central role in metas-
asis. Integrins promote the release of key mediators like focal adhesion
inase, which is thought to play a crucial role in migration and prolifera-
ion by initiating abnormal signals for survival, invasion, and angiogen-
sis. Preclinical studies in animal models of non-small cell lung cancer
NSCLC) have demonstrated that blocking of 𝛼3 𝛽1 integrin significantly
educes brain metastasis. 79 

. Brain tumor, endothelial targeting, and gene therapy 

Understanding the process of angiogenesis and tumorigenesis opens
ovel avenues of treatment of glioblastoma. Gene therapy holds a sig-
ificant place in the treatment of glioma. To attain high-level efficacy,
iral and nonviral vectors need to be chosen shrewdly with less im-
unogenicity and enhanced biosafety. 107 Dr. Folkman proposed that

here would be a requirement for angiogenesis if the tumor size reaches
eyond 1 mm. 3 This opened new revenue for the treatment of cancer by
argeting endothelial cells rather than cancer cells themselves. 108 Brain
ndothelial cells remain to be attractive targets for scientists working
n the treatment of brain tumors. Gene therapy has the capability of
dministering genes at a high concentration to a localized site for a pro-
onged period, overcoming the problem of continuous administration.
odified C6 glioma cells expressing mouse endostatin, implantation of
odified embryonic cells in solid tumors, and transduced bone mar-

ow stem cells by retroviral vectors secreting antiangiogenic factors are
ome of the reported methods within the gene therapy context in the
itigation of CNS dysfunctionalities. 109 

Endothelial cells (EC) associated with GBM are phenotypically and
unctionally different than normal endothelial cells. It has been hypoth-
sized that the origin of tumor EC could be from normal EC and the re-
ruitment of angiogenic growth factors to tumor cells. Another hypothe-
is talked about the progression of endothelial progenitor cells like CD34
nto tumor EC. Some of the biomarkers like vWF, CD31, and CD105 give
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ise to a stark contrast between GBM EC and normal EC. It has been fur-
her evidenced by the fact that in tumor EC there is a loss of CD144 (VE-
adherin), a protein responsible for maintaining the integrity of brain
asculature. Apart from this, reports showed that there have been in-
reased levels of growth factors like VEGF, IL-8, Flt-1, and Flk-1 in tu-
or EC which aid in enhancing proliferation. 110 Moore et al. assessed

he potential of endothelial progenitor cells (EPC) for site-specific gene
elivery on two types of mice models, viz., glioma severe combined im-
unodeficiency (SCID) mice and non-tumor SCID mice. Through flu-

rescence study, it was shown to have greater specificity towards the
PC. 111 

Blood-brain barrier being a primary hurdle for transporting drugs
cross endothelial cells of the brain, novel nanocarrier systems of den-
rimers PAMAM-PEG-SRL were formulated for the delivery of gene. The
xperimentation was done by Zarebkohan et al. on C6 glioma cell lines
nd the results were promising enough to show higher transfection ef-
cacy when entrapped inside PAMAM dendrimers. It was further in-
estigated that low-density lipoprotein receptor protein (LRP), which is
argely expressed on glioma cells, could serve as a better therapeutic
arget and SRL peptide could be easily conjugated to it. This facilitated
he internalization process into brain endothelial cells by the caveolin
lathrin mechanism. 112 A similar polymer-based gene delivery system
as established by Green et al. 113 using poly (beta-amino esters) for

ndothelial targeting. They concluded that such systems provided both
afe and efficacious delivery systems. Suh et al. 114 showed increased
ransfection efficiency for DNA against endothelial cells by incorporat-
ng DNA in polyethyleneimine (PEI) polymeric complexes. 

One of the strategies used by scientists is the use of adeno-associated
irus (AAV) through which gene delivery would be possible. Scientists
ave evaluated engineered AAVBR1 vectors for which the target was
rain endothelial cells. This vector proved to have low immunogenicity
nd increased transduction efficacy with the capacity for brain homing
o treat different CNS disorders. AAV vectors are not only found to be ef-
ective against neurological disorders but also in the treatment of other
rgans’ dysfunctions as these vectors can exhibit a multitude of peptide
ibraries. 115 Merkel et al. evaluated the transduction capability of varied
iral vectors on primary human brain microvascular endothelial cells
BMVECs). BMVECs was developed with optimum resistance, perme-
bility, adhesion molecular expression, and tight junction protein local-
zation. The results indicated that AAV9 had reduced efficiency but more
enetrating power in crossing barriers through cell-mediated transduc-
ion than AAV2. By performing luciferase assay, trans-endothelial assay,
ermeability assay, flow cytometry, and western blotting, it was found
hat AAV9 outperformed AAV2 in penetrating across the monolayer bar-
ier that is BMVEC. This could be viewed as a further prospect for gene
elivery across brain endothelial cells in the mitigation of CNS disorders
nd brain tumors. 116 Apart from AAV vectors, lentiviral vectors (HIV-1)
re better suited for expressing silenced RNA and GBM antigen recep-
ors. It was corroborated by promising results on GBM cell lines in vitro
nd human GBM xenograft models. 107 

In recent years, immense progress has been done in the biomedical
eld, especially in cancer diagnosis and treatment. The functionalized
anoplatforms are widely explored in conjunction with 3D printing. 117 

hese platforms are superior in terms of cellular uptake, biocompati-
ility, stability, and overcoming cancer resistance. 118 Carlson et al. in-
estigated molecular pathways of tumor-associated vessels and tumor-
erived endothelial cells under the purview of glioblastoma treatment.
ith the utilization of in-utero electroporation and CRISPR/Cas9 en-

ineering in a glioma mouse model, three-dimensional (3D) vascular
umor dynamics were studied and vessel function and morphological
haracteristics were found to be altered over a period of time. It was
lso found that tumors produced their own endothelium and a hetero-
eneous population of endothelial cells was seen eliciting insights into
he molecular understanding of GBM. 119 The tumor microenvironment
lays a crucial role in tumorigenesis with an impact on glioma stem
ells (GSC) and tumor-endothelial cell communication. Li et al. demon-
229 
trated that glioma-associated endothelial cells were responsible for re-
easing extracellular vesicles (EVs), thereby increasing the GSC popula-
ion. They further explored the possible role of CD9 in mediating GSC
unctions on tumorigenesis and confirmed that EC-mediated EVs migra-
ion of CD9, and through activation of BMX /STAT3 pathway, had a key
ole to play in GBM progression. 120 On a similar note, brain endothe-
ial cells-derived EVs have been explored as a platform to mediate the
ntry of photosensitizers across BBB. Cao and team tried to link chlorin
6 with triphenylphosphonium (TPP), which is a mitochondrial-specific
oiety and then this was entrapped into EVs. This facilitated stabil-

ty and cellular internalization improving photodynamic therapy (PDT)
fficiency, both in vitro (U87MG cells) and in vivo (orthotopic GBM-
enograft mice). The findings of this research indicate mitochondria as
n effective target for GBM PDT treatment. 121 It is widely documented
hat tumor development and metastasis rely on angiogenesis factors in-
ide the tumor vasculature. Delivering genes that are responsible for an-
iogenesis inhibition could be a feasible option in treating cancer and
uppressing tumor growth. Kudo et al. used the brain-specific angiogen-
sis inhibitor 1 (BAI1) gene and the effect was assessed on mouse renal
arcinoma cell lines. BAI1 gene is the P53 gene that regulates cell di-
ision. BAI1 gene is known for encoding amino acid residue consisting
f thrombospondin type 1 repeats and its overexpression results in the
nhibition of angiogenesis in pancreatic carcinoma. 122 

Chimeric antigen receptor (CAR) T cell therapy has been quite effec-
ive in treating leukemia with the first FDA-approved therapy emerging
n the year 2017. Thereafter, several attempts have been made under
he same purview of genetically engineered T cells in the amelioration
f GBM. Interleukin-13 receptor alpha 2, human EGF-II, EGFR variant
II (EGFRvIII) are a few targets that are overexpressed on cancerous cells
ut not on healthy tissues. 123 T cells upon binding to T cell receptors
tart stimulating signaling molecules like CD28, OX40 which can bind
o antigen-presenting cells (APCs) on major histocompatibility complex
MHC), thereby taking part in a cell-mediated immune response. On the
ther hand, CAR being a synthetic molecule has improved tumor-killing
fficacy and facilitates releasing a particular chemokine independent of
HC levels. Several instances of clinical trials of CAR T cell therapy

ave been reported and gained a lot of pace in the care treatment of
BM. For the improvement of T cell therapy, efforts are being put to-
ards overexpressing transgenic proteins such as IL-15, and IL-7R and

timulating and proliferating the T cells. Some of the promising tumor-
ssociated antigens (TAA) include CD70, CD133, GD2, and B7-H3 and
re explored under clinical trials. 124 Table 2 represents an overview of
ifferent clinical studies making use of CAR T cell therapy for the treat-
ent of brain tumors. 

. Interplay of endothelial cells, brain tumor heterogeneity, and 

mmunotherapy 

As has been previously discussed, the tumor microenvironment com-
rising of APCs, T cells, B cells, cancer-associated fibroblasts, and tumor
ndothelial cells (TECs) plays a crucial role in terms of tumor develop-
ent and metastasis. 125 , 126 TECs are different from normal endothe-

ial cells in terms of genetic, phenotypic, and metabolic levels. They
an further induce tumor angiogenesis and alter genetic expressions
hich have direct implications in antibody checkpoint treatment and

mmunotherapy in the quest for counteracting cancer. 126 

With breakthroughs in bulk and single-cell RNA sequencing (scR-
Aseq), it is now clear that intratumoral heterogeneity, where various

ubpopulations of cells occur inside a single tumor, complicates intertu-
oral heterogeneity. As far as GBM is concerned, sampling was taken

rom different parts of the same tumor site that exhibits multiple ge-
etic expressions. This could be due to genetic alterations getting ac-
rued over a period of time. This spatial heterogeneity in association
ith temporal heterogeneity makes things complicated from a treatment
oint of view and this gets reflected in patients getting varied responses
o the same treatment modality. Apart from the tumor’s genetic evolu-
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Table 2 

Overview of clinical studies pertaining to CAR T cell therapy for the treatment of brain tumor. 

Name of clinical study 
(study initiated year) 

Objective of study Study design No. of participants Outcome measures Remarks Clinical trial ID 

T cells expressing HER2-specific 
CAR for patients with 
HER2-positive CNS tumors 
(2015) 

To find the largest safe dose 
of HER2-CAR T cells and to 
see any improvement in 
patients with brain tumor 

Phase I, interventional, 
non-randomized, open-label, 
treatment 
(2015-ongoing) 

28 (estimated) 
recruiting 

Primary: number of patients with 
dose-limiting toxicity after CAR T cell 
administration; 
Secondary: number of patients with 
tumor response 

Estimated to complete in 2036. 
Participants having tumor resection 
of either sex and 3 years and older 
are included. 

NCT02442297 

C7R-GD2.CAR T cells for patients 
with GD2-expressing brain 
tumors (GAIL-B) (2019) 

To find the largest safe dose 
of GD2-C7R T cells and 
duration of it in blood for 
detection purpose 

Phase I, interventional, a 
single group assigned, 
open-label, treatment 
(2020-ongoing) 

34 (estimated) 
recruiting 

Primary: dose-limiting toxicity rate (4 
weeks); 
Secondary: response rate according to 
standard criteria (6 and 12 weeks 
post T cell infusion) 

Estimated to complete in 2039. 
Participants with tumor size less than 
5 cm of either sex and between 12 
months to 18 years of age are 
included. 

NCT04099797 

CAR T cell receptor 
immunotherapy targeting 
EGFRVIII for patients with 
malignant gliomas expressing 
EGFRVIII 
(2011) 

To determine a safe number 
of cells to infuse and to 
evaluate whether treatment 
(cyclophosphamide and 
fludarabine + aldesleukin) 
along with CAR of EGFRVIII 
is safe and effective. To 
determine 6-month 
progression-free survival 
receiving regimen 

Phase I/II, interventional, 
sequentially assigned, 
non-randomized open-label, 
treatment (2012–2018) 

18 Primary: number of adverse events 
related to treatment (4 weeks-77 
days) and progression-free survival 
(up to 6 months); 
Secondary: several participants with 
serious and non-serious adverse 
events. Circulating CAR cells in 
peripheral blood at 1-month 
post-treatment 

Completed study. 
EGFR VIII expression promotes 
oncogenesis and lacks in normal 
tissues. 
Participants with recurrent GBM of 
either sex and 18–70 years of age 
were included. 

NCT01454596 

VB-111 in surgically accessible 
recurrent/progressive GBM 

(2020) 

To study new viral cancer 
therapy for recurrent GBM 

and test safety and 
effectiveness of this drug 

Phase II, randomized, 
controlled, double-blinded, 
parallel, surgical trial, 
treatment (2020-ongoing) 

15 Primary: density of tumor-infiltrating 
T cells; 
Secondary: 6-month progression-free 
survival and overallsurvival (up to 6 
years) 

Estimated to be completed in 2023. 
VB-111 targets and damages blood 
vessels causing tumor cells to starve. 
Participants having GBM of either sex 
and older than 18 years were 
included. 

NCT04406272 

An investigational 
immuno-therapy study of 
temozolomide plus 
radiation therapy with nivolumab 
or placebo, for newly diagnosed 
patients with glioblastoma (2016) 

To evaluate patients with 
GBM that is MGMT 
methylated and to compare 
TMZ and radiation with 
nivolumab combined with 
TMZ and radiation. 

Phase III, interventional, 
randomized, parallel, triple 
masking, treatment 
(2016-ongoing) 

716 Primary: assessment of 
progression-free survival (35 months) 
and overall survival (69 months); 
Secondary: overall survival (up to 24 
months) 

Estimated to complete in 2023. 
Participants suffering from GBM of 
either sex and older than 18 years are 
included. 

NCT02667587 

( continued on next page ) 
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Table 2 ( continued ) 

Name of clinical study 
(study initiated year) 

Objective of study Study design No. of participants Outcome measures Remarks Clinical trial ID 

A pilot study of B7-H3 CAR-T in 
treating patients with recurrent 
and refractory Glioblastoma 
(2020) 

To evaluate the safety and 
tolerability of intratumoral 
injection of B7-H3 CAR T in 
between TMZ cycles and to 
assess PKPD of CAR T 

Phase I, interventional, 
non-randomized, open-label, 
treatment 
(2020-ongoing) 

12 (estimated) 
recruiting 

Primary: incidence and type of 
adverse events, maximum tolerable 
dose, overall survival and progression 
free survival; 
Secondary: PK of B7-H3 disease 
response 

B7-H3, not found in normal tissues 
being attractive target for GBM. 
Estimated to complete in 2024, 
Participants having GBM of either sex 
and older than 18 years are included. 

NCT04385173 

CAR T cells with chlorotoxin 
tumor-targeting domain for the 
treatment of MPP2 + recurrent or 
progressive GBM (2020) 

To determine max tolerated 
dose schedule and phase 2 
dosing plan and to assess 
feasibility and safety of dual 
delivery of 
chlorotoxin-CD28-CD19 
expressing CAR T 
lymphocytes 

Phase I, interventional, single 
group assignment, 
open-label, treatment 
(2020-ongoing) 

36 (estimated) 
recruiting 

Primary: dose-limiting toxicity; 
Secondary: CAR T cell and 
endogenous T cells, cytokine levels, 
progression-free survival time and 
overall survival 

Estimated to complete in 2024. Dose 
escalation study. Participants having 
GBM of either sex and older than 18 
years are included. 

NCT04214392 

CAR T-EGFRvIII + pembrolizumab 
in GBM (2018) 

To assess safety and 
tolerability of EGFRvIII T 
cells with PD-1 inhibitor with 
MGMT unmethylated GBM 

Phase I, interventional, single 
group assignment, 
open-label, treatment 

7 Primary: number of subjects with 
treatment-related adverse events; 
Secondary: overall survival rate, PFS, 
ORR 

Completed in 2021. Participants 
having GBM of either sex and older 
than 18 years were included. 

NCT03726515 

Genetically modified T cells in 
treating patients with recurrent 
or refractory malignant glioma 
(2015) 

To assess the feasibility and 
safety of cellular 
immunotherapy utilizing ex 
vivo expanded T cells that 
are modified to express 
IL13R 𝛼− 2 specific CAR and 
CD19 in glioma patients 

Phase I, interventional, 
non-randomized, parallel, 
treatment 

82 Primary: incidence of grade 3 toxicity 
for 15 years and dose-limiting 
toxicity; 
Secondary: changes in the largest 
length of tumor, cytokine levels, CAR 
T cells level, PFS time, CAR T cell 
detection and IL13R 𝛼− 2 antigen 
expression levels for 1 year 

Estimated to complete in 2023. 
Participants having a prior diagnosis 
of grade III or IV glioma with life 
expectancy of more than 4 weeks and 
KPS ≥ 60% were included. 

NCT02208362 

Abbreviations: CAR, chimeric antigen receptor; CNS, central nervous system; EGFRVIII, epithelial growth factor receptor variant III; GBM, glioblastoma; HER2, epidermal growth factor receptor 2; KPS, Karnofsky 
performance scale; MGMT, O6-methylguanine-DNA methyltransferase; PD-1, programmed cell death-1; PK, pharmacokinetic; PKPD, pharmacokinetic and pharmacodynamics; PFS, progression-free survival; ORR, 
objective response rate; TMZ, temozolomide. 
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ion, treatment modality may result in the selection of resistant clones,
urther making it complicated and tumor evolution may be accelerated
urther by the acquisition of treatment-induced hypermutations. This
s exemplified in a large number of recurrences which are caused by
lone-specific divergent mutations that were not present in the parent
umor. As a result, intratumoral heterogeneity is fundamental to therapy
ailure, and personalized studies of subclones using genomic and RNA
equencing are critical for predicting clone response to various treat-
ent modalities and guiding the selection of appropriate combination

herapy. 127 

Immunotherapy among the potential brain tumor treatment modali-
ies has been associated with several components like altered cytokines,
ncolytic viruses, cancer-targeted vaccines, and checkpoint inhibitors,
o name a few. 128 , 129 These therapies have shown a great deal of
romise in preclinical settings; however, their clinical translational abil-
ty has been put into question and further research is warranted on the
ame issue. 129 One of the major hurdles to immunotherapy efficacy is
he development of treatment resistance. It is evident with the fact that
rimary resistance can be developed to the extent of 10–40% towards
rogrammed cell death-1 (PD-1)/PD-ligand 1 (PD-L1), which is one of
he most successful immunotherapies in clinical settings. 130 

Endothelial reprogramming has become a popular choice under im-
unotherapy wherein, abnormal vascularity is achieved via genetic re-
rogramming of tumor endothelial cells and also characterized by the
ndothelial mesenchymal transition. Efforts are being made toward re-
ersing the abnormal vasculatures within the TME framework. 131 On a
imilar note, PAK4 was identified as a new target to reprogram ECs in
lioblastoma, which was the outcome of the efforts put in by Ma et al.
y performing kinome-wide genetic screening of mesenchymal-like tran-
criptional activity in tumor ECs. PAK4 genetic ablation or pharmacolog-
cal suppression increased adhesion molecule expression in tumor ECs,
ecreased vascular irregularities, and enhanced T cell infiltration, mak-
ng tumors more prone to CAR T immunotherapy. 132 In addition to this,
ME-transformed ECs are also known to generate an immunosuppres-
ive vascular niche by releasing IL-6, which promotes M2 phenotypes in
AMs and limits T cell infiltration and activation at the TME. 133 Thus,
ndothelial reprogramming is responsible for creating a TME endowed
ith anti-tumor immunity which is conducive to immunotherapy suc-

ess. Another major complication in effective immunotherapy is the lack
f infiltration of T cells. A research finding supported the notion that tu-
or ECs transformed into high endothelial venules, which required sig-
als from NK and CD8 + cells and facilitated the expansion of PD1 + TCF + 

rogenitor CD8 + T cells into effector T cells. 134 In recent years, the ma-
or focus of research has been on elevating the extent of infiltration of
ytotoxic immune cells in brain tumors, and at the same time, efforts
eed to be channelized into selectively inhibiting immunosuppressive
mmune response which can interfere with cytotoxic immune cells by
xposing TME. 135 Thus, improving immunotherapy by playing around
ith endothelial cells within the TME framework could bring better
rospects in terms of clinical outcomes for patients suffering from brain
umors. 

. Conclusion and future perspectives 

In summary, this review discusses the pathogenesis of glioblastoma
s well as presently known therapeutics to enhance patient survival
ates. It also critically examines the several regulators that regulate the
ngiogenesis process. Various diagnostic methods and in vivo models
re urgently required for correctly displaying the metastatic process.
nderstanding and designing therapeutics based on tumor vasculature
t the molecular, functional, and anatomical levels is critical. This re-
iew offers insight into the role of endothelial cells in tumor metastatic
ntra and extravasation, as well as current clinical studies of gene ther-
py in the treatment of brain malignancies. The current standard of care
or the treatment of glioblastoma is not sufficient, thus opening new av-
nues of treatment, with neuro endothelial cells being one of them. Key
232 
layers like TGFs, PDGFs, and BDNFs regulate the process of angiogen-
sis and could be utilized as diagnostic markers which are generally
verexpressed on the tumor cells. Biophysical tools for assessing the
echanical properties of endothelial cells would be required to com-
letely understand the process of angiogenesis and metastatic progres-
ion of the tumor. As compared to current treatment options compris-
ng surgery, radiation therapy, and chemotherapy in terms of temozolo-
ide administration, novel delivery systems encapsulating drugs like
ocetaxel, etoposide, and cetuximab into solid nanoparticles or lipo-
omes or polymeric drug delivery systems have attracted more atten-
ion from researchers recently. However, this needs to be critically for-
ulated and analyzed through clinical phases and an economical point

f view. Along with nanoformulations, neuro endothelial cell targeting
as been reflected in gene therapy. The defective genes can either be
eleted or substituted with corrected genes. In the recent decade, CAR
 cell therapy has become popular as a potential option to treat brain
umors. As US FDA has already approved the first CAR T cell therapy
n the treatment of leukemia, efforts are being made on the same front
o tackle glioblastoma and have been evidenced in many more clinical
rials currently undergoing using CAR T cell therapy. CAR T cell ther-
py provokes a cell-mediated immune response and cytokines signal-
ng, regulating the expression of the MHC. In the future, it could serve
s dual-purpose theranostics applications in the treatment of brain tu-
ors. The designing of a suitable delivery system that would enable

orrected gene-evoking immune responses would be the need of the
our. 
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